The NCPS Committee would like to wish everyone a HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Will 2021 be the year you achieve NCPS certification? We would like to encourage anyone interested in achieving NCPS certification to reach out to your area representative with any questions you may have.

REMINDER: OUTCOMES ARE DUE!
Outcomes should have been submitted by December 31st to keep active certification. If you did not already submit your outcomes please submit to John.Collins@ihs.gov.

The NCPS webpage is currently in the process of being updated. Check back soon to view some of the updates to include:

- A toolkit to assist sites with credentialing and privileging
- Updated outcome forms
- Updated application packet
- Various other changes to improve accessibility

CLINICAL SPOTLIGHT
Do you already have your NPCS certification? We would like to encourage you to share the amazing things you are doing by featuring Best Practice Stories on the NCPS website and in the newsletter.

Interested in improving knowledge and serving as subject matter experts in opioid response and overdose prevention? Consider participating in the USPHS ORRT TeleECHO training opportunity offered by the University of New Mexico. Questions can be directed to: Jamie E. Mells at yem4@cdc.gov

NCPS website: https://dcp.psc.gov/OSG/pharmacy/ncps.aspx